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Meet TV Star Eric Dane!

Best known for his role as “McSteamy” from ABC’s Grey’s Anatomy, the award-winning actor will be in Denver November 2nd to support Global’s Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show.

Get Your Tickets.

Global Dancer Shines on SYTYCD
Phoebe Kochis fulfilled a life-long dream auditioning for So You Think You Can Dance on live TV. Her inspirational performance is making national news!

Making An Impact for Down Syndrome
Global received the prestigious 2019 NDSC President’s Award for successfully advocating for unprecedented increases for Down syndrome research and medical care which aims to elongate and improve lives.

Down Syndrome World Magazine Wins BIG!
Global’s magazine was honored with TWO prestigious national awards - a Gold Aster Award and a Bronze Award - both for excellence in healthcare reporting. Receive the magazine with Global Membership.

Down Syndrome Expert Honored by Peers
World-renowned physical therapist Patricia C. Windem was awarded for her informative poster on motor development for children with Down syndrome at the DSMSG-USA Annual Symposium.

Support life-changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.

GET INVOLVED!

Support Global with Papa John’s Pizza
20% Off Promo Code & Details Here

Submit your photos to be featured in Down Syndrome World™!

Support Global with Papa John’s Pizza
20% Off Promo Code & Details Here

View Event Calendar

Prenatal Testing
Research & Medical Care
Global Grants

The Global Down Syndrome Foundation is a public nonprofit 501(c)(3) dedicated to significantly improving the lives of people with Down syndrome through research, medical care, education and advocacy. Formally established in 2009, Global has the primary focus of supporting the Linda Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome, the first academic home in the U.S. committed to research and medical care for people with the condition, and the Anna and John J. Sie Center for Down Syndrome at Children’s Hospital Colorado. Global is an inclusive organization without political or religious affiliation or intention.